


Ancient Light

Ancient Light explores how light from incredibly 
distant stars can be captured directly onto 
photosensitive film. To create these images, photons 
emitted from stars travel over millions of years through 
the void of space. The photon then travels through 
Earths’ atmosphere and through the camera lens, at 
which point the photon is physically absorbed by the 
silver halide crystals suspended in the film. When 
processed, the silver halide crystals turn black as they 
come into contact with developer and fixer. For Melanie, 
these negatives are as precious as a meteorite or fossil, 
as their material structure is formed by the passage of 
incomprehensible periods of time.

Website: http://www.melaniek.co.uk
https://www.instagram.com/melaniekatking
http://www.twitter.com/melaniekking

Melanie King



Phototerragrams

Phototerragram is an image formed by burying film in the 
ground making up the original subject area. The 
landscape takes an active role in determining the final 
image. More specifically, the microorganisms within the 
soil are responsible for creating the composition of the 
final image by their action of decomposition.
Instagram - photogoth
Twitter - StevePhotogoth
Facebook - Steve Godfrey
www.stephengodfrey.co.uk 
www.phototerragrams.co.uk

Stephen Godfrey



Part of an ongoing 
series of works that 
harness open source 
data from citizen 
scientists to academic 
researchers, the film 
shifts between 
scientific value of 
asteroid occultation 
information, and the 
exploration of 
anomalous beauty 
and pattern of 
cosmic motion.

Rebecca Huxley 
and Tom Cowell

                                                                  

                                                 
                                                           

VRTX ultra is a supped up VRTX made to leave a 
lasting sensorial impression on the spectator on short 
contact. Exhibited with a high pitched vibration playing 
from the piece, inducing the RGB effect. By challenging 
sense certainties VRTX shines light on the spectators 
own mechanics of perception, allowing momentary 
examination of their own understandings of reality.
ariakiani.wixsite.com/artwork
www.instagram.com/aria.kiani.artwork/
www.facebook.com/AriaKianiArtwork/
k-aria@hotmail.co.uk

  Aria Kiani

Website: rhuxley.com
IG: @saltnpeperami / @thomcowell
Twtr: @peipponen / @thomcowell

   Occultations I

VRTX ultra + VRTX 0.2



                   
In Transition

Cat Scott, in collaboration with: Azlee Babar (Sound 
Artist), Anzir Boodoo (Hacker), Mark Carney 
(Mathematician/Hacker), Diego Quinones (Theoretical 
Physicist) and Tom Ward (3D Designer). 

Electronics, Arduino, fans, balls, lights, speakers, wood, 
acrylic. In Transition is a film of an artistic-led concept 
experiment representing research into the wave-particle 
duality of atoms and gravitational waves. The 
kinetic sculpture takes the form of a levitating sine wave, 
that uses gravity and anti-gravity as a light and sound 
source. This science-art collaboration allows the 
viewer to experience scientific theories of energy 
quantisation, the state superposition, the laws of 
gravity and wave-particle duality. All collaborators are 
part of The Superpositioncollective, made up of artists, 
scientists and makers in Leeds.
Social media usernames: @catscottsciart 
@catscottsciart  @catscottmixedmedia 
www.catscott.co.uk

Cat Scott



                                                      Tonight We Dream

Tonight We Dream was first projected onto a 
mountainside in Seydisfjordur, East Iceland, for the List 
i Ljosi Festival, along with roaming poems appearing 
around the pretty town. For Not Quite Light, Artesero will 
bring some of this magic back to Salford and re-frame 
it in the context of the night by projecting short poetic 
texts around the elegant interior of the church. This will 
provide a narrative context to the evening’s events and 
sentiments on which to contemplate.

Insta: @ElisaArtesero
Twitter: @ElisaArtesero
Website: http://elisaartesero.com

Elisa Artesero 



Hondartza FragaIrresistible 
Distance

An image of stars, familiar enough. The camera zooms in 
while slowly turning. The initial effect of forward 
movement is soon replaced by the realisation that we 
are moving inwards. A minute or so into the animation, 
we have zoomed in far enough for the source of the 
image to become apparent as it starts to break down 
into the four-colour dots of the printing process. The 
image is a reproduction from a book. We are travelling 
from the macro world of the stars into the micro world of 
the image itself.

Social media username (Instagram/Twitter/ Facebook): 
@dartzee
Website: www.hondartzafraga.com



Photon Film

We have produced a film of the result of physical light 
manipulation experiments, looking at light and 
interrupting the passage of photons, manipulating their 
pathways and combining a sound-scape to fully immerse 
the view in their world.

Social media username (Instagram/Twitter/ Facebook):
Instagram - @john_h00per
Twitter - @SpaceWolf__ & @john_h00per
Facebook - Wolf.beer & john.hooper.photo
louisebeer.com and johnhooper.net

Louise Beer and 
John Hooper

https://notquitelight.com
http://www.lumenstudios.co.uk


